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Effects of Elevator Circuit Stiffness on the Loading 
Conditions in Longitudinal Manoeuvres 

D.R. Futtook, D.C.Ae. 

An investigation of the effects of elevator circuit stiffness on the 
loading conditions of sn aircrsft in a rapid pilot tiuced pull-out 
manoeuvre is presented with a psrticular reference to the airworthiness 
aspects. 

The solution to the problem is given in general terms; it includes 
expressions for the incremental elevator angle, sticx force, normal 
aooeleration at the centre of gravity .swFi the tsilplane load I.II response 
to a chosen B,equenoe of pilot induoed stick movements to initiate a rapid 
pull-out manoeuvre. The solution is a complex one and the influence of 
signifiosnt parameters such as the degree a? mass balance of the elevator 
circuit, the forward speed of the airorsft and the rate of application d 
the stick movement is discussed in relation to a numerical example. 

Brief mention is mde of further implications of this investigation. 
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1 Intrduction 

In the course of a recent accident investigation it was found that the 
stiffness of the elevator circuit of the aircraft concerned was somewhat 
lower than that nobly obtained in practice, end it was required to deter- 
mine what was the effect of this comparatively low stiffness on the loading 

i condition zn rapid, pilot induced pull-cut manoeuvres. 

It is usual in the consideration a? the lodine, conditl3ns in pilot 
iduced manoeuvres to assume that the linkages between the pilot's control 
and the associated aerodynamic control are rigid, so that in the case of a 
pull-out manoeuvre for example, the movements of the elevator may be 
expressed directly in terms of movements of the stic'k. With this assump- 
tlon, and others relevant to the short period mode of longitdind oscllla- 
tion of the aircraft, e.g. constant fornsrd speed, the aircraft may be 
regarded as a dynamic system with two degrees of freedom. A number cf solu- 
tions of this case for different tms of elevator motion are available2,3 
If, hcrwever, the elevator circuit IS not rigd, a further degree of freedom 
1s introduced into the system; this adds considerably to the complexity of 
the problem, and the effects of the addition on the overall response of the 
aircraft are not readily apyent. 

The purpose of the present rept is to consider qualitatively same of 
the effects af elevator circuit stiffness in relation to the loacting ccndi- 
tions at the wing and at the tail in rapid pilot induced piLl-out manoeuvres. 
A general solution to the problem is given, but in view of its complexzty, 
it has been found. convenient to discuss the important effects with the aid 

i of en exemple. 

2 The representation of the elevator circuit 

In practice the overall stiffness of a control circuit is a sum of the 
stiffnesses of th? mountings which carry the various linkages as well as the 
stiffnesses of the linkages themselves. For the purposes of the present 
investigation all these effects are assumed to be of a similar nature so 
that the overall circuit may be replaced by a single linear spring of apprw 
priate stiffness in an otherwise rigid system; for convenience it is 
assumed that this spring is located at the top of the stick. (See Flg.1.) 
In addition it is assumed that the mcEnent of inertia of the elevator circuit 
is incorporated in that of the elevator itself and that the circuit is 
frictionless. 

3 Details of the analytical i.nvestiRation 

With the above representation of the elevator circuit, the equation of 
motion af the elevator about its hinge, has been developed, and, together 
with the equations governing the pitching end heaving motions of the ar- 
craft, has been solved analytioslly for a specified sequence of mcvsments gf 
the stick. See Appendix. Expressions are derived for the incremenfsl elcve- 
tar angle, the incremental normal acceleration at the centre of gravity of 

; the aircraft and at the tail, the incremental stick force snd the increm?n- 
tal tailplane load. The assumptions used in setting up the equations of 
motion are those normally made in connection with th? anelysir of the short 
period mcde of response af the aircraft and are enumerated, far example, in 
Ref.2. 

4 The pilot's action 

The airworthiness aspects af pilot induced pull-out m&oeuvrcs have 
already been cansiderdz for the case in which the elevator circuit is rigid, 
the assumed elevator (and stick) movanent being of an exponential form. A 
stilartype of stick movement is used for the present investigation. The 
sequence of movements is defined by equation (17) of the Appendix. The 
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parameter k 111 this equation governs the initial rate at which the stick 
is moved to Its fi?aldefleoted position, and the significance of this para- 
meter is the ssme as m the "rigid" case. Vilth this choice of stick move- 
ments, the effects of stiffness of the elevator circuit may be assessed 
against the "rigid" case. 

The pull-out manoeuvre considered is a rapid one, and. the numerical 
value ascribed to the psrsmeter k is h t 
ment relating to the pull-out manoeuvre S& 

suggested in the design require- 
9 namely l+J+R, where J is the 

non-dimensional frequency of the pitching oscillations of the airorsf't 
alone, and R is the non-d.imensionsl damping coefficient of these 
oscillations. 

5 Details of the example. and of the calculations 

In view of the ocmplexity of the general solutions for the relevant 
response quantities presented in the Appendix, a general discussion of the 
effects of elevator circuit stiffness on the loading conditions of the sir- 
craft is not practicable, and recourse has been made to an example to illus- 
trate the salient features of the case. The chosen example is based on tbz 
aircraft which prompted the initisl investigation, having a conventional 
cable type elevator circuit. The basso numerical data for the exsmple are 
given in Table I. It will be noted that in the basic configuration the 
elevator is not mass balanced. 

The calculations have been made to illustrate the direct effects of 
elevator circuit stiffness on the loading conditions of the wing and tail- 
plane under the chosen set of conditions Table I l(i), but atitionsl 
calculations have been made to provde en idea of the significance of the 
degree of mass balance of the elevator, the forward speed of the aircraft 
and the rate of stwk movement on the oversll problem. 

The preliminary study of the various effects was made with the aid of 
sn analogue aomputer, but all the results discussed below have been obtained 
by direct calculation. The results are presented. in the form of time 
histories of the manoeuvre. 

6 Discussion 

(i) The basso effect of elevator circuit stiffness 

The responses in elevator angle, stick force, normal acceleration at 
the centre of gravity erd net tailplane load (i.e. &lowing for inertia 
effects) to the assumed sequence of stick movements for a number of circuit. 
stiffnesses are illustrated in Fig. 2(a-d). The first observation to be 
made is that the asmping of the elevator mode is below its"crit~cal" value, 
and that for finite values of cticuit stiffness, the response in elevator 
angle to the stick movement exhibits a transient oscillation. The numerical 
value of the elevator damping coefficient Y (see equations (iO)-(13)) 
used in the calculations has been based on aes&ple formula derived by 
Adsmscn and Lyons' from a few experimental data, but it is thought that it 
represents a realistic value. 

The response of the aircraft is directly dependent on the sequence of 
elevator movements and it is to be expected that all the other quantities 
illustrated in Fig.2 should exhibit similar transient oscillations. In the 
case of the stick force and tailplane load this is most marked, mauiLy 
because both these quantities depend on the elevator angle as well as the 
response of the aircraft itself. In the case of the normal acceleration at 
the centre of gravity, the effect is not readily discernable since the 
growth of acceleration is relatively ixwznsit~ve to the rs.pid fluctuations 
of the elevstor. 
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In the early stages of the msnoewre, the transient oscillations in 
the stxk force and tailplane load time histories are of comparatively 
large initial emplltude snd It is evident that still higher amplitudes 
could be obtained at higher finite stiffnesses. However, as often happens 
in dynamic phenomena, a stiffness would eventually be reached beyond which 
the amplitude would begin to &-crease; it will be noticed that in the case 
of the tsilplane load, the rate of increase of m&mum down load with 
increase in stiffness falls quite rapidly even with $he values of stiffness 
considered here. In addition it should be pointed out that if the oscilla- 
tions of the elevator were much more rapid then those shown in Fig. 2(a) 
"unsteady flow" conditions around the tsilplene would tend tc modify the 
overall picture obtained, and the predicted maximum loads and forces would 
probably not be realized in pactice. 

However, assuming that the chosen elevator damping is of the correct 
order, the chief effect of reducing the stiffness of the elevator circuit 
is to reduce the loading conditions at the wing and at the tail as well as 
the level of stick forces for a given stick movemmt. 

(ii) The effect of mass balance 

In the early stages of a rapid pull-out manoeuvre, the motion of the 
aircraft is continuously disturbed, end there are continuous changes in the 
normal acceleration at the centre of gravity and in the angular pitching 
velocity. It follows that the nod acceleration at the tail differs frcm 
that at the centre of gravity until steady conditions are reached. Since 
the tallplane end elevator sre subjected to acceleration during the pull-out , 
manoeuvre it is evident that if the elevator is not mass-balanoed and its 
circuit is not rigid, this snceleration will affect the total hinge moment 
of the elevator and also its displacement, which in turn will affect the 
motion CC the aircrsft. 

Some evidence af these effects may be obtained from Fig.3. Here mass 
balancing has been achieved by the addition of weights forward of the eleva- 
tor hinge line, and this has ancreased the overall mcment of inertia of the 
elevator system, as indicated m the Table I l(ii). The elevator response 
lags further behird the sequence of stick movements then in the unbalanced 
state, end in addition the transient oscillation is more vigorous; further, 
the removal of the elevator hinge moments due to acceleration effects 
results in a larger asymptotx elevator angle. The stick forces in the 
early stages of the manoeuvre are increased because the relief, &JQ to the 
effects of the negative acceleration at the tail in this period,is removed, 
but eventually are decreased as a result of the positive acceleration 
effects which arise. The main effect on the nonmil acceleration at the 
centre of gravity is to increase its maxxnum value, because of the larger 
elevator angle attainable. The effect on the critical load.5~ ccndltion at 
the tail, i.e. the maximum download in the present case, is negligible. 

(iii) Effect of forwd speed af the airorsft 

i The analytical work in the Appendix is presented in terms of non- 
dimensional quentities. Such a presentation allows a consistent comparison 
of results of different cases end also gives a true indication of the 
influence of the various pertinent parameters. .The non-dimensional damping 
coefficient of the elevator Ye, see equation (13), is a function of the 
forward speed of' the aircraft, and thus, as illustrated in Fig.&, a change 
in this speed results in a change in both the smplltude and "duration" of 
the transient osoillation in the elevator response, and in its asymptotic 
value, leading to changes in the stick force, normal acceleration end tail- 
plane load in such a msnner that the stick force/g and steady tailplane 
load/g remain constent. 
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(iv) Effect of rate of stick movement 

Fig.5) 
The primsry effect of a change 111 the rate of stxk movesent (see 

is to change the amplitude of the transient oscillations of the 
elevator in the early stages of the manoeuvre, and. thus to change the stick 
force and tailplane load IJJ this period. Ths chmges are wte marked, and 
it 1s clear that the precise rate of stick movement has a profound effect on 
the magnitude of the forces and loads 111 the initisl stages of the manoeuvre 
whether the elevator circuit is rigid or not. The steady state con&itions 
are not affected by the rate of movement of the stick. 

(VI Airworthiness aspects 

So far the discussion has been confined to the consideration of the 
effects of circuit stiffness on the response of an aircraft to a specified 
sequence of stick movements. However, such considerations do not fully 
illustrate the axrivorthmess aspects of the case, since, 111 practice, these 
aspects are closely linked to a flight envelope of normal accelerations at 
the centre of gravity of the aircraft. As indicated in (i) above the 
primary effect Of a reduction in control circuit stiffness is a reduction jn 
the werell level of response of the aIrcraft, and in particular the normal 
acceleration at the centre of gravity, if the sequence of stick movements 1s 
unchanged. For this reason it is desirable that the case should be re- 
examined with reference to a specified value of norm& acceleration to be 
reached U-I the manoeuvre. 4 

An appreciation of the effects of circuit stiffness on the sirworthi- 
ness aspects of the case may be obtained by a sunple re-evaluation of the . 
results previously obtained since the magnitudes of all the response quan- 
titles involved are directly proportional to the ms.gnAude of the sequence 
of stick movements. In Fig.6 the stick displacement at eaoh value of circuit 
stif'f'ness has been adJusted in such a manner that the asymptotxc nomml 
acceleration at the centre of gravity (not Alustrated), obtained xn the 
ensuing manoeuvre is always the same. Adjustment has been made only to the 
asymptotic stick displacement; the parameter k has not been changed. It 
follows that the msxurmm (initial) rate of stick movement is different for 
each value of circuit stiffness. This fact must be borne in mind when 
considering the vsrlous responses in Fig.6, since the effects illustrated by 
the curves are not now due solely to the effect of circuit stiffness, but 
include the effects of changes in the initial rate of stick movem%A., which, 
as noted in (iv) above can be quite marked, However, it is believed that if 
flight tests were made to investigate the ax-worthiness aspects of circuit 
stiffness in rapid pull-out manoeuvres, the results obtained would indicate 
a tendency on the part of the pilot to increase both the initlsl rate snd 
smplitude of stick movement to prduce the required steady acceleration as 
the stiffness of the elevator circuit was reduced rather than increase the 
amplitude of stick movement alone. It follows that with this plausible 
assumption the methoa of Fesentation of results inFig. may be oonsiaered 
to be a realistic one. 

The important feature to be noted is the marked increase in the maximum 
tailplane load at the beginning of the manoeuvre when the elevator circuit 
stiffness is reduced. In the present example, this maximum load is also the 
crlticd load in the manoeuvre, and s-e it is evident that the values of 
stifrness covered in Fig.6 do nut lead to the most critical coddcions, it 
is concluded that the airwarthiness aspects of the rapid pull-out manoeuvre 
may be significantly affected by the actual stiffness of the elevator 
clrcult. However, the results presented zn Fig.7 indicate that the effects 
will net be so important if the elevator circmt is mass balanced, although 
the steady stick force/g till be reduced. 
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7 Implications 

The genersl snsJ.ysis in the Appendix applies directly to the case m 
which the stick and elevator are conneoted by non-rigid linkages. However, 
it is suggested that this analysis could easily be recast to solve other 
problems in which there exists an interaction between dynsmic structural 
distortions snd. the elevator hinge moments e.g. cases in which the elevator 
torsional stiffness is low or in which a servo or power ccmtml of definite 
stiffness is present in the elevator circuit. It is also suggested that 
the present analysis demonstrates that problems msy arise with regard to 
airworthiness conditions when the assumption of a rigid structure is not 
justifiable. 

8 Conclusions 

The effects of elevator circuit stiffness on the loading conditions of 
an eircrsft in rapid pilot induced pull-out manoeuvres are considered. A 
solution to the problem in general terms is given, but in view of its con+ 
plexity, the salient features of the problem are discussed with reference 
to a numerical example. 

In particular, it is conoltied that the loading conditions at the tail 
in a rapid pull-out manoeuvre may be significsntly dependent on the degree 
of stiffness present in the elevator circuit, and that acceptance of the 
assumption that the circuit is rigid in the snslysis of such manoeuvres when 
it LS not justifiable may lead to an underestimate of the critical loading 
conditions. 

In sddi$ion it is suggested that the investigation IWY serve to 
illustrate a method of approach to other problems in whioh there exists an 
interaction between dynamic structural distortions and elevator hinge 
mcrments. 

JJXl! OF SYMBOIS 

A, B, C - mef&zients in equation (26) 

A,, B,, C,, D,T E,, F, - 1, 11 ,I 
(12) 

+,B2,02,D2,E2 - " " " (20) 

-=L I a =aa - for the whole aeropkane 

ac,f 

a1 =x7-- 

ac,* 
a =Ty- 2 - including the effects of tabs if used 

"t (ft/sec2) vertical acceleration at the tail (positive down) 
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- including the effects of tabs if used 

- hinge moment coefficient of elevator 

- lift coefficient of the aeroplane 

- lift coefficient of the tailplsne 

- pitching'mment coefficient of the aeroplane 
about its cg 

(ft) standard man chord of wing 

WI standsrd mean chord of elevator sft of hinge 

- coefficient in equation (24) 

(lb) stick force 

(ft/sec') acceleration due to gravity 

(lbh’t) hinge moment due to stick force, see equation (8) 

slug 4t2 moment of inertia of the elevator circuit and . 

elevator relative to the elevator hinge 

- non-dimensional frequency of pitching oscillations 
of the aircraft - elevator circuit rigid 

- parameter 111 the definition of the stick movement, 
see equation (17) 

(ft) radius of gyration of the aeroplane about its 
lateral axis 

(f-t) radius of gyration of the elevator about its hinge 
line (including effects of elevator circuit) 

(lb/ft) total stiffness of the elevator circuit 

(ft) distance from the cg of the aeroplane to the 
quarter chord point d the tailplane 

bad/ft) stick gearing 

- damping derivative in pitch of the aeroplane less 
tail 

- coeffioient of incremental normal acceleration of 
the og of the aeroplane (positive up) 

- coefficient of total normal acceleration at the 
tailplane (positive up) 

(lb) incremental aerodynamic tailplane load, see 
equation (26) 

b-d-) angular velocity of the aeroplane in pitch 
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; = iq - non-dimensional form of q 

R - non-dimensional dsmping factor of the pitching 
oscillations of the aeroplane system - 
elevator circuit rigid 

R,, J,, Re, Je - parameters, see equation (16) 

s (ft? wing area 

S' (4 taiLplane area 

se - (& elevator area aft of hinge line 

S et) stick movenent 

S m et1 maximum stick movement 

t 

v 

w 

'e 

vf 

bet) unit of aerodynamic time 

(ft/sec) true airspeed of the aeroplane 

(lb) weight of the aeroplane 

(lb) weight of the elevator 

(ft/sec) incremental velocity canponent along Z axis 
(positive down) 

b-t) distance of the cg of the elevator from its 
hinge line (positive aft) 

(4 incremental wing incidence 

(rdsec) 

a' baa) -incremental tailplane incidence 

a,,aelP,rPe,Y,,Ye,S,'6e - coefficients in equation (19) 

-=-=-=-= 
PPBBYYYY - Ileellee 

coefficients in equation (23) 

Y = ?p ’ vGece (lb/ft) 

P A$ 
e 

a0 
m 
aa 

- static stability derivative 
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- elevator effectiveness 

(r4 downwash angle at the tail 

b4 elevator angle 

bsd/sec) 

- relative density of the aeroplane 

- rotary aaping coefficient 

‘less tail 

5 

bqlless tail - 

, 
C-1 dam$ng coeffxcient of the elevator, 

see equation (10) 

" e - non-dimensionKl. dsmping derivative of 
the elevator 

. 

(slug/ft3) true air density 

- non-dimensiond time 

as 
X =ziVtail - dowmash damping derivative 

ac 
kJ= WC. 2 

2gpslg2 aa 
- static stability coefficient 
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APPENDIX1 

The equations of motion and their solution - 

Al Equations of motion 

The equations which describe the pitching and. heaving motions of sn 
aircraft in a pilot induced pull-out manoeuvre oan be written thus2 

w dw 
‘ii= ( > -sv +zp ’ v%s u. = 0 

or in the usual non-dimensional form 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

If, however, the elevator oimuit is not rigid, a further equation, sn 
equation of elevator hinge moments, is needed to desoribe ccmpletelythe 
motion of the airoraft. For the present investigatian the flexibility of 
the elevator circuit has been represented by a single linear spring in en 
otherwise rigid circuit, as illustrated in fig.(l). It has been further 
assumed that the mament of inertia of the elevator circuit can be added to 
that of the elevator itself, end that the circuit is frictionless. With this 
representation of the elevator circuit, the equation of hinge moments may be 
written thus: 

, $ "h s-sp seae F-n 

=O 

(5) 

where the first bracket relates to the hinge moment due to acceleration 
effects at the tail and the second bracket relates to the hinge moment due 
to stick forces. 

The vertical acceleration at the tail is2 

dw 
“t =TiT i&l - sv + dt 
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The stick force is, see fig.(l) 

F = ks(S+$) 

so that the hinge moment due to stick forces is 

and 

k 
Hs = -" = o.$ 

e e 

dH k 
2 = -2 
as m e 

aH k 
2 = -2 
aq 2 m e 

In addition, the effeotive incidence at the tail is2 

so that the derivatives in equation (5) take the form 

1 
I 

i 

(7) 

(8) 

, 

(9) * 

(IO) 

w 
Thus, introducing the portmnteau symbols y = $p ? Sece and Ie e e k 

g e 2, ana 
using equations (6), (8) and (IO), equatmn (5) may be rewritten in the 
following manner. 
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or m non-Gmensional form 

+ C,+ + d2rl + D, 2 
dT2 

+ E,?I = I?,; (12) 

where 

A = 1+c D, :: - Ave 

Ala B,=--- 2 

where 

k As 

cl 
= b,-$@ -sm 

Bi= ym (13) 
e 

and where sm is a characteristic value of the stick movement. 

Now equation (3) end (4) maybe combined. to give a second order 
equation of the fom 

+ (R2 + 3); = -6r) 

where R=&(v+x+;a) and J= & + $ av - R2 are identically eqmL to 
the non-dimensional dam$ng fector and frequency respectively of the pitching 
oscillations of the aircraft system - elevator circuit rigid. It is assumed 
here that the characteristic two degree of freedaan stability equation 
associated w?th equation (14) does in fact lead to a pair of cmplcx roots 
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and therefore an oscillatory response. I!Y&her it will be assumed that in 
the formal presentation of the following analysis of the coupled system of 
aircraft and elevator,the motions in the aircrsf't and elevator modes are 
oscillatory in nature. 

Combining equation (12) and (14) we obtain a qusrtic equation 

4- 3- 
dw + (2R + D,) * + (R2 + J2 a2G 
a4 aT3 

+ 2RD, + E, - A,S) - 
dT2 

+ 

(15) 

which, for the purposes of solution, is conveniently factorised in the form 

where 'p z -6F,. For all practical purposes the values of R, and J, and 

Re ana 3e will be, for the present problem, appro-tely equal to the . 
damping faotors and frequencies of the oscxllations of the separate, uncouple& 
aircraft and elevator systems respectively. 

A2 General solutions 

The stick movement to initiate the rapid pull-out is assumed to be 

*s = (l-e -kT ) (17) 

in which case s m is equal to the maximum displacement of the stiok. The 

solution of equation (16) for $ with this aisturbing function is, with 
initial condit3.ons 7 = G T { = 0, 

-IL,7 
L~ = (6,4,) + (a,we)$ 

-R,' -R 7 

'p 
+ B,e sin J 2 +y,e 1 

I cos J % 
1 

+ 

+ Pee 
-R," 

sin Jer + yee 
-Re,r 

cos Je'c (18) 

where aI = - 

B2 - A2k 

(R,-k)2 + J,2 
y, =-a, - 6, 

=2 
$= 2 

R1 +J1 
2 1 

i 
i (19) 
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a 
D2-C2k 

e 
= (Re-k)' + Je2 

Y, = - ae - 6e 1 

i 

6 = 
e Re2=: Je2 

ad where 

2(R,-R,) 
%=- E2 

B2 = 
(Ri2+J,2) - (Re2+Je2) + 4 R&R,-R,) 

E2 

D2 E 
(R,2tJ,2) - (Re2+Je2) + 4 Re(Re-R,) 

E2 

- I 

E2 = 2(R,2+Ji2)(Re2+Je2) + (R,2iJ,2) &R,R, - &Re2 - (R,2++2) 
[ 1 

/ 

Further 

- 
+ (Re2iJe2) @,R, - bR,2 - (Re2de2) 

L 1' 
j 

i 

l& 
k(a,+a,)e sh J ct.. e 

-R,Z _ -R,T 

'pat =- 1 1 
cos 5,~ + @,e sin Je" + 

-R,T 
+ Y,e 00s Jez (21) 

and 

1 d2c; 
-R,T -ReT 

'p a2 
k2(u,w,)e-~+i+ 

= 
--xz sin 5,~ + Y e 

-R,T 

I cos 5,~ + &z sin J,' f 

+ Tee 
-R,T 

oos Je'c (22) 
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where B, = - R1Pl - Jlyl 

7, = - R,Y, + J,P, 

ff, = - R,F, - J;l, 

= - - 
Y, = - R,Y, + J,P, 

Aj Derived response quantities 

(i) Normal acceleration2: 

at the cg: n = hr; 

where D = $$a 

8, = - Refie - J,Y, 

v .e = - ReYe + JePe 

(23) ’ 
= 
Pe = - Reee - Je& 

'e = - ReFe + J,B, 

at the tail: nt = I+-;($+$]. 

(ii) Tailplane 10~33~: 

' 
dS\ al --. + da) p 

(iii) Elevator angle: 

+ 2R g + (R2 + 

(iv) Stick force: 

F = ks$-& (7) 

J 

CutI 

(25) 
* 

(26) 

(27) 
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TABLF 1 -- 

Nuuerioaldata for the example - 

1 Basic effects 

(9 Basic data - Fig.(2) 

R = 3.17 g = 10.7 b, = -0.29 me = 0.9 raa/ft 
i J =3.12 % = 0.57~~ b2 = -0.675 Ie = 0.15 slug ix2 

6 =24-d+ 8 = 12.6 ft se = 11.4 ft2 us = -0.0105 

a = 4.16 A= 10,500 lb oe= 1.1~t Y = 83o lb ft 
a, = 3.31 D = 26.8 ks2 = 0.40 ft2 sm = 0.0833 ft 
a2 = 2.54 V = 140 kts 'PAS x = 0.35 ft e 

d& 
zT= 0.33 k = W+R = 15.65 

(ii) Effect of mass balance - Fin.(3) 

As in l(i) but with 

(a) ks = 500 lb/f? ks2 = 0.34 ft2 and (b) ks c 500 lb/ft k 2 
e = 0.1$m2 

xe = 0 x = 0.35 i-t 
I, = 0.216 slug ft2 1: IO.15 slug ft2 

(iii) Effect of forward. speed - IQ.(~) l 

As in l(i) but with 

(a) V = 120 kts T&S $ = 0.67 set and (b) V = 140 kts TAS % = 0.57 sets 

D= 19.6 y = 610 lb/ft D = 26.8 y = 830 
lb ft 

A = 7700 lb ks = 500 lb/ft A = 10,500 lb‘ ks = 500 
lb/ft 

(iv) Effect af rate 

A3 in l(i) but with 

(a) v =: 120 kts TAS i? = 0.67 set and (b) V = 120 kts TAS t = 0.67 
se0 

D = 19.6 k = 10.26 Dt 19.6 k = 15.65 
H = 7700 lb ks = 500 lb/ft A e 7700 lb ks ~500 

lb/ft 

2 Airmkthiniss~a’speots - Figs. (6) and (7) 
5 _// , " 

(9 
' .,&-:i;, f$, j. but tith 

%a = '0,58a'g' and with sxn to suit. 

(ii) - AS h l(.i) but with 

(a) nt,= 0.58'g' ks = 5OQ lb/ft snd (b) nta=0.58'g' ks = 500 lb/ft 

Ie = 0.216 slug ft2 sm = 0.0333 ft Ie = o.j5 slug ft2 sm = 

0.0333 ft 
= 0 x e = 0.35 ft 

k;' i: 0.34 ft2 ks2 = 0.40 ft2 

- 18 - 
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4s@/FT) STICK GEARING = /mm, @D/FT) 

I I STICK FORCE = F = fi, (S +-/!!) (L&j 

CORRESPONDIN’Gi HINGE MOMENT = HS = -& (LB FT) 

STICK 
ELEVATOR 

FIG I. DIAGRAMMATIC REPRESENTATION OF THE ELEVATOR CIRCUIT. 



STICK DISPLACEMENT 

FOR ALL VALUES OF 

= a9 FOR A RIG,lD CIRCUIT 

E = 7! 50 LBjFT - 

3 7-i 1’ 
& 4 = 51 r 

ul 
l . . 

2 
v-- --- 00 LB/F! - 

t? 

I 
5, 

Z! --._ -- _---- ---- 50 LB/Cl --- 

sir 
_.- 

2 
*I 

I- 

5 

3 

5 
E 

TIM SEC!) 

(b) ( 

C )* 2 C ( , P 

L Y ‘. 7 
L 

FIG 2(a a b) EFFECT OF CIRCUIT STIFFNESS 

ON THE LOADING CONDITIONS IN A 

RAPID PULL-OUT MANOEUVRE 
(V=140KTS Xe=0*35FT, ik=IS-65) 



AS = ELEVATOR CIRCUIT STIFFNESS (SPRING STIFFNESS) 

= 00 FOR A RlG,lD CIRCUIT 

I 

FIG. 2. 
ON 

- 

-. - 750 LBlFf 
__------__ SOOCB(FT- 

- - ._ 
-----.LSOLB~F 

5 0 .6 
TIME~5k) 

I 

T I 
: 3 5 F E E 5; 4 

(c 8 d) CONT. EFFECT OF CIRCUIT STIFFNESS 
THE LOADING CONDITIONS IN A RAPID 

P 
ULL-OUT MANOEUVRE 

Vd40KTS. xn =0.3SFT. (I= 15.65 1 
, - I 



A 
IO 

-=-. STICK DISPLACEME 

FOR BOTH VALUES 

OF Xe I 
Xe=035FT 

= DISTANCE OF Cq OF ELEVATOR &FT OF 

ITS HINGE LINE 

I 

=0 FOR A MASS BALANCE0 CONTROL 

- (b) 0 I 0.2 T,;;(SEcl 0 4 05 0.6 07 

FlGa(arb)EFFECT OF MASS BALANCE OF THE 
ELEVATOR ON THE LOADING CONDITIONS 
IN A RAPID PULL-OUT MANOEUVRE WHEN 

THE ELEVATOR CIRCUIT IS NOT RIGID. 
(V=140~~~(h=1565, L=s~~LB/FT) 

. 



. 

Xc’ DISTANCE OF Cc, OF ELEVATOR 

AFT OF ITS HINGE UNE 

= 0 FOR A’ MASS BALANCED CONTROL 

FIG 3 (CQd)coNT. EFFECT OF MASS BALANCE OF 
THE ELEVATOR ON THE LOADING CONDITIONS 

IN A RAPID PULL-OUT MANOEUVRE WHEN THE 
ELEVATOR ClRClhT IS NOT RIGID. 

(V= 140 KTS, &=lS-65, as=500 LB/FT.) 
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I- I 
- - --_ 

I I I I 

‘STICK DISPLACEMiNT FOR+ 

I iiOTH VA;ULS OF ,V + II 

--+ V=lZOKTS -I _- .----------- r-----y 
V= 14OKTS 

c 0.5 0.6 0.7 

,_----. 

v- 

v= I ,_-_- - 

0 UTS 

> KTS --- -__ 

0.1 o-2 0 4 0.5 O-6 C 

I.0 

. 

-* 
7 

FIG 4(aa b) EFFECT OF FORWARD SPEED 
ON THE LOADING CONDlTtONS IN A RAPID 

PULL-OUT MANOEUVRE WHEN 
THE( ELEVATOR ClRt:UlT IS NOT RIGID. 

Xe - O-35 FT, ii= 15.65, iks = SOOLB/Fl.) 
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INCREMENTAL NET TAILPLANE 

-- DOWN 

LOAD 

ul 

ASYMPTO-% VALUES -4 

. 

;;;‘ 

COEFFICIENT OF INCREMENTAL 
NORMAL ACCELERATION (j’s) 



INCREMENTAL STEADY NORMAL ACCELERATION = 1.16% IN BOTH CASES. 

(SEC”,” o-5 0.6 c 

. 

. 

7 

FIG. S.(aa b) EFFECT OF RATE OF STICK 
MOVEMENT ON THE LOADING CONDITIONS 

IN A RAPID PULL-OUT MANOEUVRE WHEN 
THE ELEVATOR CIRCUIT IS NOT RIGID 

(V=42OKTS, +=0.35FT, fi,=SOOLB/FT) 
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0.2 0.3 ~04 0.6 o-7 

I 

TIME @EC) 

NCREMENTAL STEADY NORMAL ACCELERATION = 148~ IN BOTH CASES 

‘-I I.6 I 
o-7 

* 

FIG. S.(crd)com EFFECT OF RATE OF STICK 
MOVEMENT ON THE LOADING CONDITIONS IN A 
RAP10 PULL-OUT MANOEUVRE WHEN THE 

ELEVATOR( CIRCUIT IS NOT RIGID 
VpI 20KTS, Xe -o.xiFT, R,=sO~LB/FT) 



I I I I I I 
0 01 0-Z TIMED&C) 0.4 05 0.6 07 

INCREMENTAL STEADY NORMAL ACCELERATION = 0.588 IN ALL CASES 

4 

I 
I .o 

Y I I I I I I I 

0.1 02 04 05 06 07 

FIG 6(ae b).EFFECT OF ELEVATOR CIRCUIT 

STIFFNESS ON THE LOADING CONDITIONS 
IN A RAPID MANOEUVRE TO 

A GIVEN NORMAL ACCELERATION. 
c V=l40KTS, Xe = 0.35 FT, & = 15-65) 

. 

. 
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I I 
TIME (SEC) 

. - 

INCREMENTAL STEADY NORMAL ACCELERATION =OSSj IN ALL CASES 

HI t 

FIG. 6. C 8 d CONT. 
i IJ 

EFFECT Of ELEVATOR CIRCUIT 
S IFF ESS ON THE LOADING CONDITIONS 

IN A RAPID MANOEUVRE TO A 
GIV F+ $X?4AL 

Et- 
ACCELERATION 

, x,-0-35 FT,‘&= 15.65) 



Cal 
TIME &SEC) 

INCREMENTAL STEADY NORMAL ACCELERATION = 0 58 a’ IN BOTH CASES. 

- 

7 
> 

0 ; C ; I 

. 

. 
I 

FIG. 7.(a 6 b) EFFECT OF ELEVATOR MASS 
BALANCE ON THE LOADING CONDITIONS 
IN A RAPID PULL-OUT MANOEUVRE TO A 

GIVEN NORMAL ACCELERATION 
(V=I4OKTS, k=l565, &=SOOLB/FT) 



0. I 0. I 0.2 0.2 
TIME & TIME & 

O-4 O-4 0.5 0.5 0 6 0.7 0 6 0.7 
w w 

INCREMENTAL STEADY NORMAL ACCELERATION--O 58 2 IN BOTH CASES 0 
- . 

. 
40 

W5’ 
FIG. 7 (c a d) CONT. EFFECT OF ELEVATOR MASS 
BALANCE ON THE LOADING CONDITIONS IN A 

RAPID PULL-OUT MANOEUVRE TO A 
GIVEN NORMAL ACCELERATION 

(V=I40KTS, (hd5.65, &-SOOLB/FT) 
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